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Seam carving for content-aware wide-angle projection of panoramic
photography

Darren Coughlan and Paul Cuffe

School of Electrical Electronic Engineering, University College Dublin

Abstract

This paper presents a new method for the wide-angle projection of panoramic photographic imagery.
The proposed methodology uses seam-carving techniques to improve the conformality of an equal-area
projection of an image. Fundamentally, any wide-angle projection from a omnidirectional scene will contain
distortion, however the aim of this method is to strategically introduce this distortion in areas of low salience
in the image, to better preserve the appearance of the important content.
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1 Introduction

In recent years there has been an increase in the use of omnidirectional cameras. With these devices and their
associated stitching/montage software, it is possible to capture the entire scene around the camera, allowing
the viewer to see 360◦ horizontally by 180◦ vertically [Scaramuzza, 2014]. By contrast, traditional wide angle
cameras have a limited angle of view in the range of about 60◦ to 80◦ from centre. This paper proposes a new
method to project a very wide-angle section of a captured spherical image to a flat plane. A field-of-view in the
range of natural human vision is the goal here: up to perhaps 180◦ horizontally by 120◦ vertically.

The problem of representing a curved surface in a planar form is an ancient and well-documented area
of research, due to its central relevance in cartography [Snyder, 1987]. All projections of the sphere contain
some form of distortion in either area, conformality or interruption [Gauss, 1828] and cartographers must rou-
tinely make compromises between these [Van Wijk, 2008]. Likewise, for panoramic photographic images, any
projection to a flat plane will necessarily result in distortion of either shape or size.

There are various extant approaches to this problem of wide-angle projection. For instance, the method of
[Zelnik-Manor et al., 2005] improves the appearance of wide angle panoramas by the use of multi-plane projec-
tion. This method is not content-aware, and sharp distortion is noticeable if the edge of a projection plane passes
through an area of importance in the image. In a similar way, the Panini projection [Sharpless et al., 2010] uses
a fully three-dimensional scene, generated by a linear projection through the centre of the sphere. The image
then shows a perspective view of part of the scene, allowing very wide-angle images to be created, up to 170◦.
It is especially suited to architectural subject matter.

Work in [Zorin and Barr, 1995] has articulated a method for correction of perceptual distortions in images
by compromise between the preservation of straight lines and shapes of objects in the image. Similar work
[Zhu et al., 2011] has presented an implementation of an ellipsoid-based model for the correction of wide-
angle images. This has proven fruitful as a lightweight implementation of distortion correction. Perhaps the
most similar work to the present method would be [Carroll et al., 2009]. This work is similar in that they seek to
achieve a compromise between straight lines and shape constancy while avoiding the distortion of salient lines
in the image, which are manually marked by the user. This is achieved through an optimization approach which
accounts for both the user input lines, and low-level salience measures and face detectors. The methodology
presented here seeks to maintain this content-aware projection without the need for user guidance.



The primary contribution of this paper is in achieving similar results to those above using seam-carving
[Avidan and Shamir, 2007] techniques, whereby no user interaction is required. The raw equirectangular output
from the camera is first mapped to an equal-area projection, whereby objects in the planar image are congruent
to their size in the panoramic sphere. Altering the dimensions of such an equal-area image to achieve confor-
mality without content-awareness would simply result in a classic projection like the Mercator, whereby salient
objects in the image would no longer be equal-area (the island of Greenland is a well-known example from car-
tograpy). Instead, the present technique seeks to achieve local conformality in areas of visual importance, with
distortion moved to areas of less significance. The proposed method achieves this by incrementally introducing
seams of low energy pixels into an equal-area projection, with the lengths of these seams chosen to restore the
image’s conformality.

2 Methodology

The proposed technique has two stages: first, the raw output of the camera is projected to an equal-area format.
Then, a section of the equal-area projection has seams inserted to restore its conformality in a content-aware
way.

2.1 Equal-area projection

Before conformality can be restored, the raw image should first be projected to an area-preserving form.

2.1.1 Equirectangular

The equirectangular projection is important for panoramic imagery since it is typically the raw output format
from omnidirectional cameras. The equirectangular projection is neither equal area or conformal: it projects
the spherical image to a cylinder, and then unrolls this cylinder to a flat plane. The equations describing
this projection are quite simple, as the x and y coordinates are direct mappings from the lines of longitude
λ and latitude φ, respectively. This simple mapping is why the equirectangular image format is used for
omnidirectional photography.

x = (λ−λ0)cosφ1 (1)

y = (φ−φ1) (2)

Where λ0 and φ1 are the central meridians in the spherical projection. Hence the equirectangular projection
has coordinates from -180◦ to 180◦ in the x-axis and -90◦ to 90◦ in the y-axis

2.1.2 Sinusoidal

The sinusoidal projection is a pseudocylindrical equal-area projection. There are several other equal-area pro-
jections which would also be suitable as a starting point for manipulation, such as the Mollweide or the Boggs
eumorphic. The sinusoidal equal-area projection is chosen here due to its simplistic construction equations,
which are below:

x = (λ−λ0)cosφ (3)

y =φ (4)

where, φ is the latitude and λ is longitude. This projection has straight horizontal parallels which are
equidistant. The meridians are half sinusoidal curves of varying amplitude. Scale is constant along the central
meridian and the length of each horizontal parallel is proportional to the cosine of the angle of latitude. The
image will contain distortions of conformality whereby the shapes of objects are not correct. Likewise, the
projected image is not rectangular which is not convenient for presentation purposes.



2.2 Content aware restoration of conformality

2.2.1 Graph creation

Seam carving adjusts image dimensions in a content-aware way by adding or removing low energy seams of
pixels, found using shortest path algorithms on an appropriately-weighted graph [Avidan and Shamir, 2007].

The raster image of the sinusodial projection is transformed to a graph G whereby each node in the graph
represents a pixel in the image. Each node in this network is then assigned six different attributes:

1. x and y-locations of the pixel in the original equirectangular image

2. Red, green and blues channel values

3. Greyscale luminosity

The graph is constructed to have directed edges in a six-connected format, to allow the seam calculation to
be performed using shortest path algorithms. This connectivity is shown in fig. 1: each node has six connected
edges, three incoming, and three outgoing. These edges are weighted by the absolute value of the difference in
their luminosity value as in equation 5 which denotes the weight of the edge connecting nodes i and j .

W (ei→ j ) = |iLU M − jLU M | (5)

This weighting is imposed so that when shortest paths through the graph are calculated, they will tend
not to cross over edges in the image. This causes the shortest path calculation to act like an edge-detector
would, avoiding visually salient content, and so this important content will tend to maintain the equal-area
characteristic achieved with the initial sinusoidal projection.

Figure 1: Connective structure of nodes, numbered as
though in a 3 × 3 image (w x = width of image = 3)

When calculating the paths of lowest energy it is
important that each seam contains exactly one node
from each row, such that the rows will increase in
width by one pixel when seams are duplicated in the
image. For this reason, the edges are directed to en-
sure seams do not travel back up through the image
and no edges exist between adjacent pixels to ensure
a downward calculation of seam connectivity, as in
fig. 1.

The manipulation in the top and bottom of the
image will be opposite since the meridians are sinu-
soidal curves which need to be straightened. There-
fore, the initial graph G is split into two separate
graphs Gtop and Gbot tom . The directed edges in
Gbot tom are reversed for calculation of seams in the
opposite direction (i.e up towards the equator) The
algorithm is symmetrically applied to each hemisphere in turn.

2.2.2 Seam carving methodology

For the present novel purposes of conformality restoration, low-energy seams of varying lengths are added to
the image, to optimally pad it out. For instance, many extra pixels need to be added to restore conformality at
the higher latitudes in the sinusoidal projection, as the length of each parallel is proportional to the cosine of its
latitude. The present technique seeks to equalize the width of these: each parallel should have the same width
as the equator in the processed image. Therefore, the amount of pixels introduced per row must be proportional
to the cosine of its lattitude, per equation 3. The top row will have the most pixels introduced: these pixels will
be in seams extending downwards through the image, thinning out towards the equator.



Figure 2: Subgraph connectivity, showing the node
numbering scheme. A shortest path calculated from
Source to Destination is equivalent to finding the
shortest path from any node in the top row to any node
in the bottom row

With φ+ as the upper vertical field of view, the
number of pixels required to pad the top row in Gtop

is N = w x − cos(φ+)w x where w x is the horizontal
pixel resolution at the equator. Therefore, N seams
will be introduced, all starting at the top row, φ+, but
terminating at lower latitudes such that each row has
the appropriate amount of padding pixels introduced
i.e ∝ cos(φ)

To calculate these shortest path seams in Gtop ,
an appropriate loop creates a new subgraph on each
iteration. In order to calculate the shortest path seam
from top to bottom of these subgraphs, two additional
nodes must be added as a source and destination. The
source node is connected with directed edges of equal
weight to each node in the top row of pixels, and the
destination node is connected to each of the bottom
row of pixels with directed edges of equal weight.
This structure can be seen in fig. 2.

Once this shortest path has been calculated, the
source and destination nodes are removed from the
seam, and the seam is duplicated and inserted one
position to the left, shifting the existing pixels to the
right. This process is repeated for each row, to create
a shifted image of more conformal dimensions.

This process is repeated for Gbot tom in an in-
verted format such that the source node is connected to the bottom row of nodes and destination node is
connected to the top row of nodes. This therefore creates a bottom image which is also adjusted to confor-
mal dimensions.

These images are then connected and adjusted such that each row of pixels is centred in the image. This
creates a spatially varying conformal and equal-area projection of the wide angle image.

3 Implementation

The methodology was implemented in Python using the OpenCV library [Bradski, 2000] for image processing
and NetworkX [Hagberg et al., 2008] for graph manipulation. The G.Projector [Schmunk, 2017] tool was used
to create the sinusoidal projection. Omnidirectional photographs were captured using an LG 360 CAM (R105),
for an image resolution of 5660 × 2830 pixels.

4 Results

4.1 Example processing steps

As an example of the processing steps, the algorithm is applied to an image taken in small garden, as shown in
fig. 3. This is quite an enclosed space due to hedgerow and the house itself. The goal is to present a wide-angle
section of the spherical image in fig. 3 (a), centred on 0◦. The sinusoidal projection of this is shown in fig. 3
(b). As a target, the field of view of human eyesight is sought. This is approximately 100◦ vertically by 140◦

horizontally. As a result, the centre of the image is taken in the range 120◦ vertically, by 180◦ horizontally,
slightly wider than the desired output, due to necessary subsequent cropping. In fig. 3 (c), the seams inserted
into this section of the sinusoidal projection are shown in red. As a rectangular section is extracted from the
sinusoidal projection, this raster will traverse a wider lattitude at its top and bottom: this explains why the



(a) The raw
equirectangular
camera output →

(b) The sinusoidal
projection of the
scene →

(c) Seams are in-
serted, shown here
in red →

(d) The final
cropped wide-
angle image →

Figure 3: Four steps in the processing of an example image taken in a rainy suburban garden



(a) UCD Engineer-
ing Building

(b) UCD O’Reilly
Hall

(c) UCD O’Brien
Centre for Science,
downstairs

(d) UCD O’Brien
Centre for Science,
looking out

Figure 4: Four example output wide angle images that have been processed using the novel methodology



straightened image in fig. 3 (c) flares out in an hourglass shape. A cropped subimage to compensate for this
effect is shown in fig. 3 (d), where the seams are not shown in red but instead using colours duplicated from
adjacent pixels.

The final output of the algorithm, in fig. 3 (d) still contains some points of distortion, however it can be
seen that aspects of the image such as the hedgerow appear more straightened. The roof of the house still
shows some barrel distortion. This is where approaches such as that of [Sharpless et al., 2010] could perhaps
be useful, as the user could draw straight lines on the image to be preserved. At the base of the image, the
operator’s hand is also visible in a stretched and distracting form, however this is an artifact of the capture and
stitching process, and is beyond the scope of the present discussion.

4.2 Other example images

Four other example images demonstrating the algorithm are shown in fig. 4. As a qualitative summary, the most
successful image is perhaps fig. 4 (a) where an attractive wide angle view of a lake is presented. By contrast,
fig. 4 (b) shows a weakness of the algorithm: the vertical columns appear jagged due to the irregular way that
the seams are introduced. The seams are calculated based on a simple shortest path through the weighted graph:
an improved technique might instead introduce seams with the explicit goal of maintaining the straightness and
conformality of edges in the image. Similar artefacts can be perceived in fig. 4 (c) & (d). These images also
show quite noticeable barrel distortion,

5 Conclusions & Future Work

New methods have been described to improve the presentation of wide angle images through the use of seam
carving techniques. The results indicate that the seam carving holds promise for the wide angle projection
of photographic imagery. However, more sophisticated objectives for inserting seams, such as the enhance
the rectilinearity of salient image features, seem necessary if projection free of noticeable distortion is to be
achieved.
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